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A: SOLUTION: The solution was as simple as
"the.helpful.person.on.line.left.me.4.hours.ago" had
mentioned. I had to browse the blob using
chrome.fileSystems.copy("blob:","/tmp/src"); and
then edit the src/content/test/html/default.txt in the
blob. Question resolved. Q: How to pass ' ' to C++
WString object from C# I have a weird problem
passing a new line to a C++ WString object from C#.
When I pass the character from C# to C++, the
WString object have ' in its buffer. I wonder how the
can be stored in the string? Like below C# var str =
"Hello Bye"; Console.WriteLine(str);
Console.ReadLine(); C++ wchar_t buffer[512];
mbstowcs_s(buffer, L"", str.c_str(),
str.c_str()+str.size()); std::wcout This invention
relates to the prevention of clogging of tubes in gas
distribution systems and more particularly relates to
means which will prevent the formation of ice in such
systems. Tubing in the distribution of gases has
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It appears that the file can be accessed (streamed?)
and downloaded properly, because Windows Media
Player opens the file and allows me to play it in an

embedded fashion. The same is not true for Ubuntu
and vlc/mplayer/other: the preview does not work

and they don't play the file at all. Now, to figure out if
this is because it's a duplicated file, I removed it from

the web server in order to see if its links were
working. It seems that there are a lot of files with a
similar structure to my file (duplicated files) among

this web site. For example, I can find that the
following files are also duplicated and I can't access
to them: So, in my case, I can access to a list of files

through the site, and I can download one of them
from a page. But I can't access to the others. How

can I find out if my file is duplicated among the other
files? I'm not sure if this matters, but the files are
added using the protocol (update: I found that the

files are added with tags, and then scripts are added
with tags). A: So, I found out the solution. If I use

HTTP protocol instead of HTTPS, then I can access to
the other duplicated files: "" "" So, it seems that

some link in the website are not following the "https"
protocol, so the browser tries to find the file with the

HTTP protocol and it goes to the IP address of the
web server. What I'm 6d1f23a050
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